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The most likely way to deal with the dangers of the third world war from China 

in cooperation with Iran is to strengthen the Turkish front and directly 

strengthen the Israeli front. With this work, Saudi Arabia and the surrounding 

Arab countries are also strengthened. 

 

 

The first step is the declaration of independence of the Iraqi Kurds with the 

support of the October 2017 referendum... the second step is direct negotiations 

between Turkey and the autonomous government of the Syrian Kurds. This 



Kurd-Leave-Kurd triangle will be the watchful eye of the Shiite Crescent and 

the activities of the Iranian regime. 

 

The third step of connecting Turkey to Israel through the “Deir al Zur” desert 

will create a triangle of Turkey-Israel and Kurdistan in front of the eyes of the 

Iranian regime. 

This triangle is located behind the borders of Iran, all of which belong to the 

Kurds of Iran. With the joining of the Iranian Kurds to this coalition, a whole 

front from the Caucasus and the Mediterranean will be opened against the 

regime of the Iranian mullahs. Other than this, there is no other way to defeat 

and destroy the terrorist regime of Iran. 

 

The Patriotic Union of Kurdistan and the PKK, which are allies of the Iranian 

regime, the Iraqi regime, and the Syrian regime, will be destroyed. 

 

China is engaged in secret activities in Iran's Kurdistan, maybe in three places... 

its activities are in Saqez-Panjuen-Baneh-Shler's plain. The war in Taiwan has 

unfortunately transferred to our region. 

The destruction of the India-Saudi-Israel-Europe belt is very vital for China. 

 

This applies even to the Central Asia-Caucasus-Mediterranean belt. 

Russia's hope lies in the precise performance of China and Iran. Because these 

two belts will destroy the political and economic life of Russia. It will also 

cripple China. 

 



The United States of America, Europe, Australia, and Canada without the 

Middle East should think of finding a new planet in the galaxy to get rid of 

China. These are not phobias, so be wise and don't fool yourself. Israel wins, but 

the main problem remains. Hamas could not have taken Israel by surprise 

without advanced technological assistance. Behind Hamas, Hezbollah and 

Islamic Jihad, in addition to Iran, there is also China. I warn Turkey to be more 

careful. He is also very vulnerable. Instead of watching the bad relationship 

between the northern Syrian Kurdish government and the Turkish government, 

the United States should think about a strategic peace between Turkey and the 

YPG. Even if we accept that YPG is part of PKK, they should be separated from 

PKK. 

 

A new alliance must be formed so that humanity can be freed from the most 

terrible calamity that it has been involved with. The US Democratic Party must 

take responsibility for all the dangerous and destructive things it has done 

around the world. The world is not only the United States of America, and 

humanity is not limited to the society of the United States of America. 

 

There are eight billion people on the planet, and the United States of America is 

only 400 million of these eight billion. 

So come to your senses and act fast. If you are afraid, say it, if you are unable to 

say it, but don't wear a bravity mask. So that we can think how we can defend 

our existence   .  


